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how to run this game: 1. run a bak file of this game 2. if you got the game save file error, don't worry, read the docs i linked to at the end. 3. put dldr, umd and
dldr.bin to your savedata/game directory 4. find the file "en_us.pck" and change the serial to your japanese version. 5. run this game in the emulator. on recent
kernels, ptrace can be used to stop the emulator. the -r flag enables this feature. the output can be sent to the standard error or dropped, or to the standard
output. for debugging the ptrace test is ignored. the ps3emu package contains the test snippet. the -c flag is used to find the path of where the emulator will start
and has no other flags. by default it is blank. you can specify a path to the directory or a file with the -c flag. the default is the emulator directory on the user's
path. if the user's home directory is /home/username and the emulator directory is /home/username/ps3emu/android then -c /home/username/ps3emu/android
will start the emulator from the /home/username/ps3emu/android directory. -c tries to start the emulator from the same directory. the -n num flag will make
ps3emu wait num milliseconds before executing. the -t timeout allows you to specify the time to wait before asserting an error. if you don't specify a timeout, it
will wait forever. ps3emu comes with a test harness which you can use to test your emulator using a library of test programs. run test/testcfg on the target file
name, or the name of a network file with the -x flag. if a network file is given, ps3emu will attempt to fetch the file over the network and display the contents of
the test program. ps3emu takes two test programs by default, the primes by two and primes by three.

Ps3 Emulator V1.7 Serial Number

if the target device is a virtual serial port, the get-serial-port command will not list it. in this case, the get-serial-port command will get the matching device.
additionally, if no virtual serial port is available on the emulator, get-serial-port will get the hardware serial port that matches the specified os-level type. if you

are using a serial that is at the end of the input (shell) device, then a get-serial-port command with an option of type=io will return this device. additionally, get-
serial-port will list the virtual serial ports on the emulator if no serial port is available. > > > > ps3 emulator v1.7 serial number as a side note, the way to get to

that terminal windows, the comspec can be a little tricky to get to on windows. you would need to go to start/run,cmd & cd to the directory for comspec then
execute it, or if you're already in that directory, type cmd & comspec for linux, you can check your version of comspec by typing ls at the command prompt. if it

says ls:comspec: no such file or directory, then type ls /etc/alternatives/comspec and see if that returns ls:comspec: /usr/bin/bash 5ec8ef588b
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